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สตรีมเกม
ดู Youtuber
เกม
หนังสั�น
ทําอาหาร
เทคนิคการเล่นเกม
ว่ายนํ�า

งานอดิเรก :



Experience
 

1.รับบัณฑิตน้อย
 

2.Youtuber Club
 

3.Team Building



 
3.รับบัณฑิตน้อย

I got the certificate from school to
welcome me to grade 1. I got in the

king room as well, wow!!!. It was
frightening because I got the 4th of

the room in Kindergarten 3. Mom
took me to buy a toy as a present too

but the toy was  broken, no!!
 



หนังสั�น5epมา
แล้ววที�ยทูป

ลิ�งhttps://ww
w.youtube.co
m/channel/UC
ZhHmhyW9Q
We53nZpWq

hHIA



Project
 

1.Future Connector
 

2.Open House #3
 

3..Meet & Greet
 

4.Page Hatyai-Aiya
 

5.Newme 
 

6.bag packer
 

7.helloween
 

8.หนังสั�นเพื�อนรักเพื�อนซี�
 9.สตร �มเกม



Future Connector is the event that everyone
at The Buddy School show cases the work that

they want to do in the future and want to
build a career. On the day of the event, I was

in charge of organizing the E-Sport booth
together with the other 2 elders, Flame and
Jedi. There are competitions for two games:
Freefire and ROV, and I also participated in
business pitching to present our booth to

fund a bigger event in the next year. 

Future
Connector



 
This event was organized for
parents to understand their
children and made everyone

understand themselves. Young
children would be in the

kindergarten room, there would be
activities for children to do while

waiting for their parents. And in the
parents room, there were activities

as well.
 

Meet&greet



Along the way, I slept too. Haha. Good
night. Waking up and then he made

compost as well. Before I even got to go
shopping to cook each meal and each

break.
And also dance abc chakkatuk as well,

there are many things that have not
been done before. Really fun

 

Newme



https://www.youtube.co
m/channel/UCZhHmhy
W9QWe53nZpWqhHIA

Streaming



 
It is a job similar to that. Future.
Connector, but I'm at different
booths. I'm in. Take a picture.

Want to see my picture?
Got on stage embarrassed and
shy about speaking, but after a
while he dared to speak up, it

was embarrassing.

Open house



พัณธน์ภัส  มณีประวัติ

ยอขวัญ

จ๊ะเอ๋
!!


